
CSC418/CSC2504 Computer Graphics, Fall 2010

Assignment 3 (10% of course grade)

Part A (programming): Due 11:59pm on Friday, November 19th, 2010.

Part B (written): Due 6:09pm (in tutorial) on Wednesday, November 24th, 2010.

Part A: Basic Ray Tracer [75 marks in total]

Your Programming Task

Your task is to implement a basic ray-tracer and render a simple scene using ray casting and local shading
(note no global lighting or shading yet). The starter code sets up a scene comprising of an ellipsoid and
a plane, being illuminated by a point light source. Your job is to render the scene by implementing code
fragments required for object intersections and Phong shading.

You will have to implement the following code fragments:

(a) [10 marks] Ray casting.

(b) [20 marks] Intersection code for ray-sphere intersection (it should also work for affinely deformed
spheres).

(c) [15 marks] Intersection code for ray-square intersection (it should also work for affinely deformed
squares).

(d) [15 marks] Phong shading for a point light source (including ambient, diffuse, and specular compo-
nents)

To demonstrate the working of your program, you should generate three different types of renderings:

1. ascene signaturewhere each pixel shows a unique color identifier for the first object hit (or back-
ground). This gives you an impression of the relative positions of the camera and the objects.

2. a rendered scene with only the diffuse and ambient components of the Phong model.

3. a rendered scene with all three terms of the Phong model.

In addition to specifying your scene, the starter code has been written to generate two distinct views
(images) every time you run it. Thus, for each type of rendering above you will generate two views,
comprising a total of six images. In your electronic submission, please call these image filessig1, sig2,
diffuse1, diffuse2, phong1 andphong2. Below are two images of what the Phong rendered
scene should look like.

Finally, ray-tracing is compute-intensive, so debug your code on small images, e.g., 200x200, and
debug ray intersections using the scene signature.

Also, when writing your code, keep in mind that you will need to extend it in various ways in As-
signment 4, also handed out today, hence make sure your implementation is modular and re-usable. To
encourage this [5 marks] will be devoted to programming style and comments. Make sure you read
the helper code carefully and only implement the functions that are necessary, i.e. try to avoid creating
unnecessary structures or classes.



Helper Code

To get started, we have created a simple demo for you. The demo sets up the scene and basic class
structures required. Note that the helper code is written in C++ and does not use OpenGL. It will also
provide you with a template Makefile for compilation and linking of your programs.

To unpack and compile the helper code onCDF, download the filea3.tgz and use the following
commands

tar xvfz a3.tgz
cd a3/raytracerLinux
make
raytracer

Turning in your Solution to Part A

All your code should remain in the directory a3/raytracer. In addition to your code, you must complete the
files CHECKLISTandREPORTcontained in that directory.Failure to complete these files will result in
zero marks on your assignment.

[10 marks] TheREPORTfile should be a well-structured written (or diagramatic) explanation of
your design, and what the marker will see; as well as what the relevant files are, as the file extensions will
depend on the image file format used, which should be one of the well-knownBMP, TIFF, PNG, or PPM
formats. The description should be a clear and concise guide to the concepts, not a simple documentation
of the code. In addition to correctness, you will also be marked on the clarityand quality of your writing.
We expect a well-written report explaining your design and code structure.

Note that this file shouldnot be thought of as a substitute for putting detailed comments in your code.
Your code should be well commented if you want to receive full (or even partial) credit for it.

To pack and submit your solution, execute the following commands from the directory containing your
code (i.e.,a3/raytracer):

cd ../../
tar cvfz a3-solution.tgz a3
submit -c csc418h -a A3a a3-solution.tgz (if registered for CSC418)
submit -c csc2504h -a A3a a3-solution.tgz (if registered for CSC2504)



Compatibility

All of your assignmentsmust run onCDF (Linux). You are welcome, however, to develop on other
platforms (and then port toCDF for the final submission). This sample code is designed to work on Linux,
but should be portable to other Unix platforms (including Windows with Visual C++). If you are planning
to develop for windows with Visual C++, we have included some starter codeto help you out.

If you develop on a different platform, be sure you know how to compile and test your code on
CDF, well before the deadline. Your assignment must run on theCDF Linux configuration. Several marks
will be deducted if your code does not compile and/or run without modification. If the marker cannot
easily figure out how to compile and execute the code, it will most likely receive zero marks. If you
choose to develop the assignment in Windows, test porting your code to Linux long before the deadline,
perhaps even before you have finished the assignment. Often bugs thatare “hidden” when compiling on
one platform, make their presence known by crashing the application on a different platform. We will not
be sympathetic to porting problems that you have at the last minute.

Part B [25 marks in total]

1. In class on Nov. 10th we will talk about radiometry in the context of small scenes; here we look at
how the same concepts can be used in physics and astronomy for analysis of light transfer between
planets.

(a) [5 marks] Assume for simplicity that we can model our sun as a sphere. Given that the
radius of the sun isr = 6.955× 10

8 (m) compute the formula for the surface area of the sun,
by integrating differential solid angle over the sphere, parameterized in spherical coordinates.
Note: it would be wise to check your final answer.

(b) [5 marks] Recall that the radiant intensityI of a point light source is defined as the flux per
solid angle:I =

dφ
dω

. Solid angle is measured in steradians; radiant intensity is measured in
Watts per steradian. Given that the power of our sun is3.91× 10

26 Watts compute the radiant
intensity of the sun.

(c) [10 marks] Now compute the irradiance due to the sun on a3 m
2 planar patch on Earth’s

surface closest to the sun (Hint: the normal of the earth at the center of thepatch is pointing
towards the sun). You should use the fact that Earth isd = 1.5× 10

11 (m) away from the sun.

(d) [5 marks] Would irradiance on the3m2 patch on Earth’s surface be the same as the irradiance
on the same size patch on the surface of Mars? If yes, why, if not, then explain why not?


